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Our vision

"If you're not willing to learn, no one can help you. If you're determined to learn, 
no one can stop you." — Zig Ziglar

Teaching practical knowledge 
at the highest educational 

level

A goal-oriented community 
that is interested in financial 

independence and investment

Communicate a positive and 
growth-oriented mindset



Universe Academy
Universe Academy offers high quality educational courses 

in 

Whether you're a beginner or advanced, we have courses to help 
you reach your goals.


Forex, Crypto, Real Estate and Spiritual Success.



Invest in yourself with Universe Academy and reach your 
full potential today!



Universe

Academy

Forex  Crypto Real Estate Spiritual Live  More coming soon

My Academies

Hundred of videos divided into topics and level 
of experience

Learn at your own pace and on your own schedule

Live sessions

Learn from our experts in interactive live-calls

Pracital examples for applying the theory

Ask our experts questions in real time



My Academies
Multiple choice quiz

What are the advantages of 
investing in Bitcoin?

High liquidity (ease of selling)

Lack of inflationary influence from 
governments

Low correlation with traditional 
investment classes

Increased security due to 
blockchain technology

Guaranteed returns under all 
circumstances

What are the risks of 
investing in Bitcoin?

High price volatility (rapid and 
large fluctuations)

Test and solidify your knowledge after each 
course with our multiple choice questions!

Live sessions
Сhat

Emily Anderson

Hello everyone, I'm Emily and I'm excited to 
be here today.

William Parker

Don't be afraid to think outside the box and 
try new things in your marketing plan.

Claire Johnson

Simplicity is key when it comes to creating a 
user-friendly interface.

Michael Brown

Greetings, I'm Michael and I specialize in 
finance and investing.

Sarah Thomas

Authenticity is key when it comes to being a 
successful leader.

Andrew Wright

Hi everyone, my name is Jessica and I'm here 
to talk to you about productivity.

Send

Chat live with the experts and other 
participants!



The forex market

Forex is the short form for Foreign Exchange.



The Forex market is one of the three submarkets 
of the financial market (money market, credit and 
capital market, forex market)

Trade/exchange of 
different currencies

Turnover of over 6 billion 
USD per dayEven with small capital and without 

special qualification you can trade 

on this market!



My Academies  — Forex 
We offer forex courses for both beginners and experienced traders.



With the Forex Academy you cover it all, from trading basics to advanced strategies 
for analysing the market.

Basic:

Pips and lots, support and resistance, chart 
formations, trends etc.

Advanced:

Liquidity generation, market dynamics, fakeouts, 
macroeconomic backgrounds, influence of banks 
and institutions, etc.

Excerpt course contents



The crypto and NFT market

Crypto market

Only  people own cryptocurrencies 200 million

Market capitalisation: over $1.2 trillion

Top 5 (by market cap): 

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether, BNB, USD Coin

NFT market 

Value of all NFTs traded: over $25 billion 

NFT Wallets: over 30 million



My Academies — Crypto
Are you interested in learning more about cryptocurrencies and NFTs, but don't know 
which topics are relevant and where to start? 



We will help you to get started in the best possible way!

Basic:

Important crypto terms (wallet, blockchain, gas fees, 
coins vs. tokens, mining etc.), Stablecoins, current 
market situation etc.

Advanced:

Different wallet types & wallet setup, bridging, crypto 
exchanges, crypto scams, NFTs, smart contracts, 
staking, farming, etc.

Excerpt course contents



The real estate market

The global real estate market was estimated at $11.4 trillion in 2021

The United States Europe is the largest real estate market in the world, followed by 

Germany has the largest real estate market in Europe and the fifth largest in the world

Real estate can generate returns both 
through rental income earned and 
through the increase in value of the 
property over time

Real estate investing can be a lucrative 
way to build wealth, but it requires a 
solid understanding of the industry and 
the different investment strategies that 
are available



My Academies — Real Estate
You want to move confidently in the complex world of real estate? 


Learn the necessary skills and knowledge with us.

Basic:

 Why real estate
 Understanding the real estate industr
 Requirements for buying real estat
 Real estate searc
 Building a real estate portfoli
 Real estate value development

Advanced:

 Real estate financin
 Real estate valuatio
 Real estate abroa
 Contracts and documents for real estat
 Asset management companie
 Inheritance of real estate

Excerpt course contents



My Academies — Spiritual Life 
"The mind is everything. What you think, you become." — Buddha

Basic:

 Identity Shifting — What is it? How does it 
work

 Aura — What is it?
 Manifestation — Which steps are necessary
 Total Reset Challenge — Dopamine Detox,...
 Goals — Defining and setting small and big 

ones for yoursel
 Consciousness — How to live in the now?

Advanced:

 Beliefs — recognise negative ones, transform 
them, consolidate the

 Emotions — how to deal with them? How to let 
go

 Energy — How do we stay in our energy and 
avoid fluctuations?

Excerpt course contents



Income possibilities 

with Universe Academy

Direct Sales Partner Shareholder Club



Receive 10% of every direct sale

Direct Sales



Partner
Convince yourself of Universe Academy, recommend us and earn from the generated 
revenue of your team and the further teams.

1. Binary System and Bonus
The partner can freely choose the side (left/right) on which the 
customer will be placed. The partner cannot have more than 2 direct 
customers. All other customers must be placed under another 
customer in its structure. 


Side with higher volume = Power Leg


Side with lower volume = Pay Leg


The commission is based on twice the volume of the Pay Leg


Example: 

Left side: 

Right side:

Basis for commission:

25.000 $ -> Pay Leg.

 32.000 $ -> Power Leg.



 

2 x volume Pay Leg = 50.000 $



Partner
2. Differential Bonus
The differential bonus is 
independent of the binary system 
and bonus.


Personal Qualified Volume (PQV) 
describes the volume generated by 
the own team and the further 
downline subteams.

Rank Name Requirements Differential Bonus

Team PQV: 1.000 $ 6 %Bronze

Silver Team PQV: 2.500 $ 8 %

Team PQV: 5.000 $ 10 %Gold

Diamond Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Silver

 10.000 $
 12 %

Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Gold

 25.000 $
 14 %Platinum

Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Diamond

 50.000 $
 16 %Star Platinum

Executive Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Platinum

 100.000 $
 18 %



Partner
2. Differential Bonus
The system is called "differential" 
because the partner receives the 
difference between his current rank 
percentage and the highest rank 
percentage in each individual line 
sponsored by him personally.

Rank Name Requirements Differential Bonus

Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Star Platinum

 200.000 $
 20 %Star Executive

Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Executive

 350.000 $
 22 %Presidential

Team PQV:
2 verschiedene PQV Beine mit 1 Star Executive

 750.000 $
 24 %Star Presidential

Ambassador Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 star Executive

 1.000.000 $
 26 %

Star Ambassador Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Star Ambassador

 2.000.000 $
 28 %

Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Ambassador

 3.5000.000 $
 30 %Pinnacle

Legend Team PQV:
2 different PQV legs that have 1 Star Ambassador

 5.000.000 $
 32 %



Shareholder Club 
3 pools — in each pool a part of the company revenue is distributed weekly

Rocket

1% of weekly company 
revenue

Space

2.5% of the weekly  company 
revenue

Universe

2.5% of the weekly company 
revenue



Shareholder Club 

Rocket Pool

Based on Trust Points, which are 
obtained through generated 
revenue.


Through the TP you receive 
shares of the pool (capped).


Every Sunday the pool is divided 
among all the associated shares.

Space Pool

Based on Trust Points received 
through generated revenue and 
the number of packages sold.


Through the TP and the number 
of sold packages you get shares 
of the pool (capped).


At the end of the month the pool 
is divided among all the 
associated shares.

Universe Pool 

2 Universe packages sold in one 
week = 1 share in the pool 
(uncapped).


Every Sunday the pool is divided 
among all the associated shares.



Overview: Our products and prices

Only the level of academy

Basic Academy


Advanced Academy


Live Sessions

 300 $
 1.800 $

29,99 $

Forex

Only the level of academy

Basic Academy


Advanced Academy


Live Sessions

 500 $
 3.500 $

29,99 $

Crypto

Only the level of academy

Basic Academy


Advanced Academy


Live Sessions

 400 $
 2.500 $

29,99 $

Real Estate

Only the level of academy

Basic Academy


Advanced Academy


Live Sessions

 800 $
 4.500 $

29,99 $

Spiritual Life



Unlock your potential 

with Universe Academy!

www.the-universe.academy

Universe

Academy

http://www.the-universe.academy

